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From a New York Times bestselling author comes book 2 of The Last Humans trilogyYesterday, I

learned all of Oasisâ€™s secretsâ€”or so I thought. As a new danger arises, the long-awaited Birth

Day celebration turns into a nightmare, and this time, there may be no escape.In Oasis, nothing is

what it seems.
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In a lot of ways I felt like book 2 was a rehash of book 1. It's 3 stars because a) there was some

character development, b) there was some plot development at the end, and c), the book is really

well written. I'm hoping book 3 won't involve the main character doing the exact same things as

books 1-2 but I'm definitely hooked and looking forward to the final novel.

This is a fantastic teen science fiction. I find that the ideas that the author presents to be intriguing

and there is always plenty of action, adventure and suspense without too much graphic violence. I



did skip a few pages in one scene that was a bit too graphic for my taste but it was a small section.

There is never a dull moment and I am looking forward to the next installment in the series.

This is shorter than the first book but is action packed. New technology is discovered and we find

out just how nuts the forebears truly were. The "test" he needs to complete to help her is crazy and

Phee figures out new abilities. New emotions are also experienced. One elderly member crosses

the line and you'll be as shocked as I was when you find out about the envoy!I don't like to give

spoilers but this book's another awesome hit by Dima Zales. I really enjoy listening to her books.

The person who's narrating the story also does an amazing job of moving the story along and

bringing the characters to life for me.I hope I get the chance to listen to book 3! I received a copy of

this audible story in exchange for my honest opinion. Which I have provided after listening to the

entire book on audible.

Boy I'm having a hard time getting through this one. I loved Oasis and read it very quickly. This

second installment has a lot of confusing ideas and is kind of all over the place. A lot of high speed

chases peppered with a little bit of plot. I almost never dislike a book but this has like an ADD feel to

it, almost like I'm watching a Michael Bay movie or something. Right when you think this

action/fighting scene is about to be over, and it keeps going for 15 more pages... And then another

one starts in 10 pages. I keep finding myself skipping so many pages which is a rare thing for me.

I'm bummed because I really enjoyed the first book and I am not sure if I can hang on until the 3rd

My review of Oasis said it was "interesting" and it was with a different approach than some other

post apocalyptic and technological singularity themed stories. Limbo felt more like a young adult,

light on science story. Which I suppose this series is a YA story so I shouldn't be surprised but I was

hoping to go further into the science aspects of the story. I'm still interested enough to complete the

series so I'm downloading Haven now.

It's about time! What a grand story with all the exciting components and my favorite part? It's not

predictable and it has an original plot (and yes I know that the concept of artificial intelligence has

been touched on in many other stories) while incorporating current science and technology that we

understand, or are beginning to embrace such as the singularity that Kurzweil talks about. Really

well done! I read all three back to back in a few days. Please write more. This world may not know

yet it but we NEED more good science fiction. Everything else is a distraction from what matters...



Limbo starts where OASIS leaves off, and continues the crackling good tale of the first book. I do

not have time now to do the book justice in this review, so I will have to simply state that it's an

awesome read, exploring dimensions not normally encompassed by SciFi works, and does so in a

fully competent manner. I only give it 4 stars instead of 5 because my personal belief is that 5 stars

has to reflect perfection in its genre. Despite that, the OASIS-LIMBO series is VERY HIGHLY

RECOMMENDED. You should RUN, not walk, to read it yourselves ASAP!

I enjoyed Oasis, but I enjoyed Limbo even more. I feel like I'm getting to know the main characters

better, and I have several thoughts about where the story is going from here, and I can't wait to see

where it actually goes.I thought the pacing was good, and I like the balance of action and

philosophical musings. The interaction between Theo and Phoe is very realistic and believable, and

at times had me laughing out loud.I find this series to be very creative and imaginative (just like

everything else Dima writes!), and I'm very much looking forward to book three, and finding out how

things turn out for Theo and Phoe.
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